Guide to Green Entrepreneurship in Fiji

The guide provides an overview of things to think about if you wish to start or expand a green business.
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Foreword

Fiji, like many island nations, is under immediate threat from climate change and other environmental issues, and also faces challenges in creating good career opportunities for young people and others. In an effort to address these issues in Fiji, as well as in Kiribati and Vanuatu, the Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI) embarked on a new programme in 2018 known as Pacific Greenpreneurs. This programme was designed to help prospective entrepreneurs develop green business ideas and help them develop the skills they need to bring these ideas to fruition and make an impact on green growth in their country. GGGI believes that harnessing the energy of the young – and the “young at heart” – through private sector innovation is crucial to developing strong, sustainable economies and addressing environmental issues. Fiji has ambitious goals for the future, and will need all hands on deck to meet these goals through innovation, creativity, and hard work.

In Fiji, the Greenpreneurs Jumpstart Your Green Business Workshop was held in September 2018, organised jointly with the Pacific Centre of Excellence for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency. Over twenty participants engaged with trainers and local business mentors to learn about trends in agriculture, waste, and energy; requirements for starting a business in the country; and examples of existing successful green businesses in Fiji and the Pacific region. This guide is based on the information covered in the workshop, and aims to assist other potential green entrepreneurs in developing new, innovative green business ideas that will help Fiji meet its environmental and developmental goals and ensure a clean, prosperous future for the country.

This guide was reviewed and revised in March 2020, incorporating changes to company and employer obligations.
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1: Introduction

If you are reading this guide, you share a passion for sustainability and a belief in the ability of the private sector to help solve some of the major environmental and social problems of our time. The guide provides an introduction to why and how entrepreneurs can make a difference – no matter how big the environmental or social problem may be. Remember that from little things, big things grow.

The guide provides an overview of things to think about if you wish to start or expand a green business. It explains what “green” entrepreneurship is and describes some key sustainability principles to think about. It also outlines the process of starting a business in Fiji, and provides tips and information to help you along the way.

What is an entrepreneur?

An entrepreneur is someone who starts a business. They are generally change-makers and risk takers. Dictionary.com defines an entrepreneur as: “a person who organises and manages any enterprise, especially a business, usually with considerable initiative and risk.”

A green entrepreneur is an entrepreneur with a business idea that addresses an environmental challenge or problem. They can help shape the future and steer society towards more sustainable products and lifestyles. Today, Fiji needs green entrepreneurs more than ever!

Fiji is facing a number of environmental challenges – an increasing amount of waste is finding its way into the rivers and oceans; forests and mangroves are under pressure from economic development; the number of cars on the roads is increasing significantly each year leading to greater congestion and high fuel imports; and climate change impacts are affecting coral reefs, water, and food security.

New and innovative businesses are needed to develop solutions to these problems. Many solutions, such as solar energy, hybrid vehicles, and reusable bags already exist, and are becoming more cost-effective and widespread. Some ideas are in their infancy – and some have not even been thought of yet!

Fiji needs you – new and emerging entrepreneurs and business owners – to be part of the solution to solving our planet’s environmental and social challenges.

Here are three suggested steps to get you started, and the rest of this guide provides additional information and resources to support you along the way!
Step 1: Finding your WHY

All businesses stem from a passion. They arise because someone has wondered why something is not being done, and have decided that they will be the person to do something about it. Or perhaps they have seen something elsewhere and want to bring the idea home.

Have you found yourself wondering why there aren’t better recycling programmes, more locally-owned low-impact tourism properties, more cafes that specialise in local food, or why there is so much plastic waste and whether there are ways in which it could be repurposed into something useful? If so, you have taken the first step towards taking the plunge and realising that maybe you are the person to do something about it!

The first things to think about before starting to outline your business idea are:

- What are you passionate about?
- What problems do you want to help solve?
- Why do you want to start a business?

There are plenty of problems to pick – it may be the amount of plastic waste in the ocean, the fact that fresh and healthy food is more expensive than junk food, that coral reefs are under threat, or that clean water and proper waste management solutions are not available to many communities.

It is important to clearly understand the reasons why you are doing this. What are you hoping to achieve by starting a business? Are you hoping to turn a passion or a hobby into your day job? Are you hoping to spend more time with your family? Are you hoping to learn more about a particular subject? This will help you identify what success means for you – and it will likely be broader than just making a profit.

This TED talk by Simon Sinek⁴ discusses how great leaders inspire action. As an entrepreneur, you are a leader and you’ll need to inspire action!

Step 2: Deciding to take the plunge

Most business ideas do not just magically appear. They emerge from your experience of the world – from months or sometimes years of wondering why something has not been done – and questioning whether there is a business opportunity there that can be filled. Sometimes the decision to be the one to fill the gap in the market comes easily, and sometimes it takes years.

Whatever your business idea, when you do decide to take the plunge, your business will become your life for the first few years. You had better be passionate about your vision, because you are going to need to draw on that passion during the hard times and celebrate it when things go well. If you don’t believe in what you are doing, it will be difficult to convince others that they should believe in it too – whether they are your customers, a bank that you are trying to persuade to lend to you, suppliers you want to do business with, or companies you want to partner with.

---

Once you have decided to take the plunge, set yourself some realistic goals for what information you need, what steps you need to take, and how you will go about taking them.

**Step 3: Getting started – Jack and Jill of all trades**

Green business owners are creators, they are managers, and they are motivators. They are also drivers, cleaners, bookkeepers, diary managers, and fundraisers!

During the first few years of operating your business, you will do everything for a while. You will learn more about accounting than you thought you’d ever need to know. You will learn what you are good at – and what you are not so good at. You will learn that surrounding yourself with people that can provide advice is one of the ways you’ll succeed.

Don’t be afraid to ask for advice and help from other business owners. Most are more than happy to help others.

Identify your weaknesses and be prepared to contract out support in those areas (e.g., marketing, accounting, etc.). It is often cheaper than you think, and it can save you time to concentrate on other areas. There are also a number of free tools available online⁵ that can help, and other businesses can make recommendations and let you know what tools they use.

Be prepared to do everything for a while – and to be uncomfortable. You will not have all the answers, but still need to have a go at doing what needs to be done. Don’t be afraid to start small and build.

---

2: What is Green Entrepreneurship?

A business is the activity of buying and selling goods and services to make a profit (i.e., having an income or revenue that is greater than costs). All businesses must be financially viable. Without this basic pre-condition they cannot sustain themselves, pay their staff, and continue to produce products or offer services to the market.

Some businesses only care about this. Or they may only care about their staff’s well-being or their environmental impact where it affects their production, reputation, and sales, and therefore, their profits.

So where does sustainability fit in?

Sustainable development (and sustainable business development) has been defined in many ways. A frequently quoted definition is: “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”6 In the past, development of businesses, and the economic growth they drive, have generally been unsustainable from an environmental perspective.

Fossil fuels, including oil, diesel, kerosene, and natural gas, which the current economic system depends on, are finite. Burning them for energy damages the environment and contributes to climate change. Extractive industries, such as logging and mining, remove resources in minutes that took hundreds of millions of years to form. Almost everything we buy is packaged in plastics that do not decompose, but will stay in landfills, or worse, in oceans, long after the person who used them is gone.

Businesses must be part of the solution to these problems.

A sustainable business strives to balance the economic (financial), social (people), and environmental (biodiversity, ecosystems) benefits of the business as part of its core business objective. For a business to be sustainable, it must not exploit resources or people to improve profit margins.

A sustainable business knows that if it depletes the resources that it is using faster than they can be generated, it cannot go on indefinitely. Similarly, viewing itself as part of the broader community, it ensures that its staff are paid fairly and have a good quality of life.

The three pillars of sustainability7

---

7 Graphics by Margaret Seravatu, GGGI.
What is a green business?

There is no single definition of a green business, but generally, it’s a business whose core business model addresses an environmental or social issue – this is, it improves energy or resource efficiency, reduces greenhouse gas emissions, decreases waste or pollution, protects or restores ecosystems, promotes local culture, or supports communities.

A green business will typically do any or all of the following:

- Incorporate principles of sustainability into its business decisions and actively monitor them.
- Pay staff a fair wage for the work they do and ensure that they are able to maintain a good work-life balance.
- Distribute benefits equitably across the value chain.
- Maximise the social benefits of the business (e.g., by employing marginalised groups). Some businesses set up foundations to assist with this – but a sustainable business doesn’t confine its social activities just to charitable donations – it looks for every opportunity to increase the social benefits of the business in its day-to-day operations.
- Supply environmentally-friendly and/or local products and services that replace demand for non-green or imported products and services.
- Help its community become more sustainable (e.g., by reducing energy use or water use, or reducing waste or pollution).
- Make efforts to reduce resource use (energy, water, materials), and replenish, enhance, or substitute an environmental resource that is used by the business (e.g., replanting trees, enhancing soil fertility, using renewable energy).
- Make an enduring commitment to environmental principles in its business operations. These will often be detailed in a publicly available and regularly updated Sustainability or Environmental Policy.
Green Banana Paper in the Federated States of Micronesia makes vegan wallets and other products from banana plants that are the waste products of the banana harvest. They also address social sustainability by ensuring liveable wages and safe, comfortable conditions for their staff.

What is a social enterprise?

A social enterprise exists to generate revenue (and sometimes profits) to sustain socially-beneficial activities. A social enterprise can be for profit or non-profit. At its core is a purpose to improve lives and/or the environment. It has determined that it can best do that by creating a stream of revenue from producing and selling products or services to sustain its activities and programmes.

The difference between a social enterprise and a green business largely stems from the motivations behind their existence rather than what they do.

As a hypothetical example, two businesses that produce construction material from crushing recycled glass have been established with different motivations. Business A has seen the amount of glass going to the landfill and decides to explore ways to address this issue. They have looked at various uses for recycled glass – repurposing the glass into other products such as vases, lights, and jewellery, and crushing it for use as an aggregate in the construction sector. Weighing these different options, Business A decides that crushing glass for construction is the best business solution to this waste management issue.

Alternatively, Business B developed because the founders wanted to find employment for young unemployed labourers in their neighbourhood, and developing a glass crushing business is a viable option.

---

8 Green Banana Paper, https://greenbananapaper.com/
These motivational differences mean that the two businesses may make very different strategic decisions. For instance, if the demand for construction material changes so that crushing glass for construction products is no longer viable, Business A may consider repurposing recycled glass into other products, but Business B may decide to stop recycling and crushing glass, and look for other options to employ labourers. In this example, Business A is mainly a green business, while Business B is a social enterprise.

**Standards and certification programmes**

Many certification programmes exist to help companies distinguish themselves as green and/or sustainable. However, the costs involved with certification can prevent smaller sustainable businesses from becoming accredited. The Pacific Organic Standard is addressing this by developing a standard, accredited by the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements, that can be used as part of Participatory Guarantee Schemes in which members of a group assess each other’s compliance with the standard. If you are considering getting certified, it is important to look at which certifications are most well-known by your target customers when choosing which one to apply for.

---

9  Source: Rise Beyond the Reef Instagram, [https://www.instagram.com/rise_beyond_the_reef_fiji/](https://www.instagram.com/rise_beyond_the_reef_fiji/).
Links to Standards and Certification Programmes

- The Fijian Made/Fijian Grown/Fijian Crafted programme ([http://www.fijianmade.gov.fj/](http://www.fijianmade.gov.fj/)) provides a range of standards that Fijian businesses can use to certify that their products are locally grown or produced. Accreditation is granted by the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism.
- The Forest Sustainability Council ([https://ic.fsc.org/](https://ic.fsc.org/)) offers certification to forest owners and managers, as well as to businesses manufacturing or trading forest products, showing that they are responsibly managed.
- The Marine Stewardship Council ([https://www.msc.org/](https://www.msc.org/)) has an ecolabel and fishery certification programme that recognises and rewards sustainable fishing practices.
- The Pacific Organic Standard ([https://lrd.spc.int/pacific-organic-standards](https://lrd.spc.int/pacific-organic-standards)) provides a mechanism to define the expectations for organic production. It enables producers to label their products as organic if they comply with the standard. The standard does not cover procedures for verification, such as inspection or certification of products.

The language of business

If you have never run a business before, you may not be familiar with the standard terms that the private sector uses regularly. Box 2 explains some of the most commonly-used business terms.

Common Business Terms

- **Business-to-Business** – Trade between businesses, e.g., a tour operator booking a hotel on behalf of their client.
- **Business-to-Consumer** – Trade between a business and the end user, e.g., a traveller booking a tour.
- **Capital** – Money invested in a business by the owner(s) to generate income.
- **Contract** – A legal document outlining the intent to buy or sell a specific product or service.
- **Financial Statement** – A formal record of business finances, including all revenue and costs, showing profit or loss.
- **Invoice** – A legal document issued by a seller to a buyer that identifies both the trading parties; lists, describes, and quantifies the items sold; gives the date of shipment and mode of transport; shows prices and discounts (if any); and provides delivery and payment terms. Tax authorities usually specify what information must be included in an invoice.
- **Marketing** – Activities you undertake to promote (or market) your product.
- **Product** – The good or service you are selling.
- **Profit** – The amount by which revenue or income exceeds costs or expenses.
- **Purchase Order** – A buyer-generated document that authorises a purchase transaction. When accepted by the seller, it becomes a contract binding both parties.
- **Revenue** – The money that you earn when you sell your product. This is sometimes described as income or turnover.
- **Supplier** – A person or firm that supplies a product to your business.
- **Terms** (stated in a contract) – Payment details and any other requirements of the buyer or seller. For example, many companies will only pay for goods and services up to 30 days after the delivery of those goods and services. They can also include any prerequisites for completing the sale (e.g., insurance provision for tour operators, delivery conditions, and quality conditions).
- **Value Chain** – The breakdown of the value (in dollar terms) of the final selling price of a product to all those in the chain that benefitted from that sale. Also all of the steps that are taken to manufacture or deliver your product or service.
- **Wholesaler** – An entity that buys a good or service with the intention to sell it to another business (a retailer) that sells (retails) to a final customer.
3: Key Sustainability Principles

What are some of the most important environmental issues in Fiji that green businesses can help address? We’ve mentioned some of these above, but in this section we’ll take a closer look at why these problems exist, and explore some examples of existing green businesses that are addressing them.

Land and soil degradation

In many areas across Fiji, land is managed in an unsustainable way. The shift away from traditional agroforestry practices to more commercial agriculture has resulted in increased chemical fertiliser and pesticide use, which can harm river ecosystems and reduce soil fertility. Use of excess chemical fertilisers can also lead to increased emissions of nitrous oxide, which contributes to climate change. Burning remains a common method of clearing land, despite the long-term damage to soil health, air pollution, and carbon emissions that this can cause. Taken together, these practices have increased soil erosion, river and stream contamination, sedimentation, pollution, and flooding in low coastal and coral reef areas.

Green businesses that are working to restore and protect landscapes and soil health include those making organic compost to sell to farmers for use in place of chemical fertilisers, nursery and land management businesses, organic farms, and tourism-related businesses that are actively protecting land through their operations.

Loving Islands is a social enterprise focused on agro-ecological practices and organic farming.

Rivers Fiji is a tourism company offering rafting trips that has a conservation lease on the Upper Navua River.

Rivers Fiji works with local landowners ( mataqali ) to protect the Upper Navua Conservation Area, Fiji’s first Ramsar Site (a wetland site determined to have international importance)

11 Loving Islands, https://www.lovingislands.com/
13 Rivers Fiji, http://www.riversfiji.com/ (photo credit Kristin Deason)
Environmental degradation and biodiversity conservation

Ecosystems such as oceans, forests, and mangroves are important natural resources. Conserving these areas and the biodiversity of the plants and animals that live there is important because these natural resources provide food and support industries, including tourism and fisheries. Mangroves, for instance, play a vital role in regulating the climate and water, and in protecting coastlines from erosion. Mangroves are also habitats for important animal species and sources of medicinal plants.

In addition, Fiji has an exclusive economic zone of 1.3 million km² of ocean resources. Over the past few decades, concerns have been raised about the number of offshore vessels given licenses to operate, and the potential impacts of this on fisheries and coral reefs.¹⁴

The State of Fiji’s Forests

In Fiji, closed natural forests decreased by 14% between 1991 and 2007. They were converted into open forests through forestry, development, and agricultural expansion onto steep slope natural areas. Mangrove areas declined by about 5% between 1991 and 2007, mostly in urban areas, which saw up to a 40% decline in some places.¹⁵ Coastal area and wetland reclamation caused significant loss of mangrove areas and littoral forest, especially around heavily industrialised areas, towns, and cities.¹⁶

Green businesses that help to protect ecosystems and conserve biodiversity include timber companies that ensure forests are replanted faster than they are extracted, businesses that treat wastewater before returning it to the ecosystem, and tourism operators that educate others about conserving ecosystems and biodiversity. An increasing number of social enterprises also focus directly on mangrove replanting and forest rehabilitation. Fiji’s large tourism sector depends on healthy oceans for its sustainability, and can play a role in promoting sustainable marine practices. In fact, a recent report highlighted over 50 marine conservation agreements between tourism operators and local communities in Fiji.¹⁷

Mangroves for Fiji is a business that enables tourists to offset their carbon emissions and support mangrove rehabilitation.

Beqa Adventure Divers describes itself as a conservation project masquerading as a dive shop and works to protect sharks in the Beqa Lagoon in partnership with local communities.

---


¹⁸ Mangroves for Fiji, http://mangrovesforfiji.com/

¹⁹ Beqa Adventure Divers, http://fijisharkdive.com/
Climate change

Climate change is already changing rainfall patterns and causing increased temperatures and sea-level rise. These impacts will be felt differently across the country, across different sectors and communities.

Green businesses that can help address the causes of climate change include those that reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the use of fossil fuels (see below), and those that produce local products to replace things that are currently being imported (as importing goods requires the use of fossil fuels to transport them to Fiji).

Green businesses will also be needed to address the impacts of climate change, for example by making infrastructure less susceptible to flooding (e.g., by planting mangroves to protect shorelines) or by providing increased water security through new water management techniques and/or technology. Businesses could also include services to enhance the resilience of communities and businesses (e.g., with weather information services for the agriculture and tourism industries).

*Na Draki* provides weather- and climate-related services to various clients, including those in the tourism industry.

Fossil fuel dependency

Fiji is heavily dependent on imported fossil fuels like petrol and diesel for transport and electricity. Fossil fuels contribute to air pollution and to global climate change, and pose a serious environmental hazard in the event of an oil spill. While Fiji’s greenhouse gas emissions may be relatively small, the Government of Fiji is committed to decarbonising the economy, and shifting towards cleaner transport and energy generation systems.21

Green businesses that help reduce fossil fuel use include those supplying solar hot water and solar electricity systems, energy audit services that support businesses in saving energy, and providers of low-emission transport (e.g., bicycles, traditional sailing, electric cars and scooters, sail- and solar-assisted vessels).

Transforming transport and energy systems will also require many associated services – such as solar technicians, battery recycling, electric scooter and car technicians, e-transport charging infrastructure, traditional sailing experts, and information and communication technology experts.


---


23 Greenco Energy Solutions’ Facebook page, [https://web.facebook.com/greencofiji](https://web.facebook.com/greencofiji)


Nanuya Island Resort has a solar array of 260 panels providing electricity for their tourism property in the Yasawa Group  

Waste and the circular economy

The proper disposal of waste is a challenge in Fiji. Rubbish that is thrown on the ground or into the sea can contaminate water supplies, threaten wildlife, and just doesn’t look very nice!

When waste makes it into a rubbish bin in an urban area, it generally goes to a landfill. Although it is better for the rubbish to be in the landfill than on the ground or the sea, there are still some issues because the landfill can also contaminate water supplies, generate methane (a greenhouse gas) when organic waste breaks down, and take up valuable space. Sometimes, waste is burned, but this is not a good solution because it causes air pollution and releases carbon emissions.

The best solution is to first reduce waste as much as possible, reuse any waste that you can, and then to dispose properly of the rest. It is particularly important to reduce single-use plastics such as straws, water bottles, and styrofoam containers, along with composting organic waste instead of sending it to the landfill.

Green businesses can help with the waste issue by using reusable instead of disposable items (like cups and plates), composting their organic waste, finding ways to reduce the amount of waste they produce, and making sure they dispose of their waste properly. Some business are fully established around addressing the waste issue – they may make or sell alternatives to single-use plastics (such as plates or food containers made from leaves or paper, or biodegradable plastic bags). Recycling companies that support the disposal and reuse of waste products can also help reduce the amount of waste going to landfill.

South Pacific Waste Recyclers provides a recycling service to Suva businesses and reduces the amount of paper going to landfill. They also produce Nabawan Toilet Tissue using recycled paper.

Another way that green businesses can address waste is by creating a more circular economy – that is, by using the waste products of another industry or business as their input. Currently, our society is mostly linear – we use raw materials to make products and then dispose of them at the end of their useful life. This has been described as the “Take – Make – Dispose” economy. To create a more sustainable circular system, green businesses can make new products from existing waste products, reducing overall waste.

27 Photo credit: Matt Capper.
The linear economy vs the circular economy²⁹

This short video³⁰ describes the evolution of thinking about the environment and the business world.

Waitika Farm³¹ in Ra makes a variety of honey products, including beeswax wrappers that can be used in place of disposable plastic wraps.

Sole Rebels³² is an Ethiopian company that makes shoes from recycled materials.

Sole Rebels manufactures shoes from recycled products and describes itself as “Green by Heritage”³³

---

²⁹ Graphics by Margaret Seruvatu, GGGI.
Addressing challenges the Pacific way!

Many of the traditional ways of farming, fishing, carrying and packaging items, and constructing homes and boats are inherently sustainable and use natural materials such as leaves, vines, grass, wood, and bamboo.

As Fiji has become increasingly part of the global system, people have shifted away from using local resources to being dependent on mono-cropping in agricultural systems, and to using imported goods such as plastics from around the world for packaging and decoration. A move to a more sustainable economy and society may mean learning from the past, and re-introducing or re-adopting some of Fiji’s traditional practices.

Replacing plastic bags and packaging with locally-sourced biodegradable material can reduce the volume of non-biodegradable waste and provide income-generating opportunities locally34

34  Photo credit: Kristin Deason
4: Sustainability Across the Supply Chain

You are likely to have done a lot of thinking about what makes your business sustainable at its core. This section provides guidance on some additional things to consider in all areas of your business to maximise its positive impacts on the environment and the community.

Sustainability in practice

At each stage of the business, green entrepreneurs will consciously think about how their business can increase positive impacts on people and the environment, measure the negative impacts, and determine how they can address and reduce them.

The first steps for any business in thinking about sustainability are developing an awareness of how the business affects people and the environment, assessing the current status, and setting goals for improvement. As a new business owner, you have the opportunity to shape the direction of your business from the outset – and to make sustainability a core part of your business operations and not an afterthought.

It is often useful to break down the value chain of the business into specific components to help assess the impact your business has on the environment and society. Don't just recognise the things that you do on a regular basis (e.g., recycle paper, conserve energy and water, use ecologically-friendly cleaning products), but also consider the policies and structures you have that ensure these practices continue into the future.

The following are some questions to ask yourself to help make your business greener:

Supply chain and procurement

- Do you source your materials from local, environmentally-friendly businesses?
- Do you have a specific procurement policy to ensure that suppliers conform to environmental and social best practices?
- Do you require suppliers to meet any environmental/social standards?
- Have you banned single-use plastics?

Production/Service delivery

- Will you be constructing anything as part of the business? How will you ensure that it conforms to environmental best practices?
- How is waste minimised across the production chain?
- Do you actively look for ways to substitute materials to reduce waste?
- How do you manage the waste that is created?
- Do you use transport as part of your product or service? What measures have you taken to minimise fuel consumption?
- Do you have measures in place to conserve water and energy?
- Do you use sustainable packaging materials?
Retail/Customers

- Does your product actively solve an environmental or social issue?
- Does your marketing include information on how your customers should behave in line with your policy (e.g., what to bring, what not to bring, things to do)?
- Is your product sold and marketed in a way that reduces environmental impact (e.g., by using sustainable packaging, or by marketing online only rather than printing out brochures)?

Think about sustainability from the outset. Develop a simple sustainability policy (see Box 4) as one of the first guiding policies for your business. Revisit it regularly to check that you are on track, and continue to add and improve as you go! Engage all employees and partners in the process to ensure that everyone involved in the business is on the same page. And, don’t forget to think about how sustainability adds appeal or value to your product or service!

Developing a Sustainability Policy

In developing a sustainability policy for your business, here are some elements that you may want to include:

- **Vision** – What is the vision of the business and the type of world it wants to operate in? How does it contribute to creating that world?
- **Principle and values** – What are the main principles and values that the business adheres to? This helps articulate why sustainability is important to the business.
- **Key issues** – What are the important environmental and social challenges that are relevant to the business?
- **Commitment and scope** – What things can the business influence and is committed to doing something about, and what things are beyond the ability of the business to influence?
- **Objectives/Aims** – What are the environmental and social objectives of the business? This section of the policy should include specific measures, targets, and indicators. Targets should be achievable, and performance indicators should be measured and tracked. Think about incorporating sustainable practices across areas related to the environment, culture, and community.
- **Monitoring, improvement, and reporting** – How will you report on the measures outlined in the policy? How will you ensure that you are improving every year? Can your sustainability credentials be used in your marketing material to attract customers with these values?

---

35 Adapted from: Go Green, “Resource: A Model Sustainability Policy,” [GoGreenBusiness.co.uk](http://gogreenbusiness.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Go-Green-Sustainability-Policy-Template.pdf); and Robert Fenn, “How to create an environmental policy statement for your small business,” Startups, 18 September 2018, [Startups.co.uk](https://startups.co.uk/how-to-create-an-environmental-policy-statement/).
5: Getting Started – The Lean Startup Model

While something remains an idea, it is romantic. One of the hardest things to do is to transform that idea into something real and tangible. This section focuses on the steps you can take to turn your idea into a real business.36

You may have been told that you need to do a lot of planning before you get going. But, most small businesses do not start up that way. Most new business owners dive right in – perhaps running their business alongside another job to start – learning and refining the product as they test the market and get feedback. Many entrepreneurs start by turning something they love doing in their spare time into something they do a bit more often, to something they do every day. You can start by selling your products to your friends, or once a month at a craft market, to get an idea of whether you have a viable business.

The good news is that you may not need a detailed business plan to get started! The exception to this may be if you are wanting to raise capital for investment or if this is required by a regulatory authority.37

One tool that can help you think through all the different aspects of your business before you get started is the Social Lean Canvas.38 This is essentially a business planning tool that can fit on one piece of paper. The canvas consists of eleven sections that outline all the major aspects of your business. By completing each section, you’ll get an idea of the areas where your idea is strong and those that need further work.

**TIP:** Spend an hour completing the canvas with those involved in the business without thinking about it too deeply. Pin it on your wall and revisit it each week for the first few months to see if you have changed your mind about your initial ideas. For example, you may initially decide to use social media as your main selling channel. Over time, you may become aware of retail outlets that are interested in selling your product and adjust your selling channels.

---

37 Foreign investors are usually required to submit a business plan to the relevant regulatory authority to assess and ensure that the business is beneficial for the country.
38 The Social Lean Canvas ([https://socialleancanvas.com/](https://socialleancanvas.com/)) is adapted from The Lean Canvas ([https://leanstack.com/leancanvas](https://leanstack.com/leancanvas)), which is in turn adapted from the Business Model Canvas ([https://strategyzer.com/](https://strategyzer.com/)), and is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Un-Ported License.
Business Planning Tool – The Social Lean Canvas

Use this tool to start planning! Working through each section can help ensure that you’ve thought through all the major aspects of your green business.²⁹

Problem
What are the specific problems each of the different customer types face?
In thinking about your customers, have a go at putting yourself in their shoes (see “Identify Your Target Audience” below).

Existing alternatives
How are these problems currently being solved?
Spend a bit of time doing some market research on the alternatives to your product. What is already out there? What kind of products are selling well? Where are the gaps?

Solution
What is your product or service?
What is it and how does it meet the customers’ wants or needs? This may sound simple, but clearly articulating your product or service is a critical part of being able to sell it! Try writing what you are offering in 100 words, 150 words, and 200 words until you are happy with all three versions. Once you’ve done that describe it to family members and friends, and ask for feedback.

Key metrics
What are the numbers that will show your business model is working?
What numbers represent success to you? Number of customers? Number of glass bottles recycled? Annual revenue? Whatever your measure of success, make sure the business is set up to track these metrics so you can see if you’re on track.

Unique value proposition
What is the unique combination of benefits your product or service will offer to overcome problems the customer has?
What are you doing that is unique? What are you offering that no one else is doing? You may have a unique product, but more likely you’ll have a new approach to something that’s been tried before, or you’re introducing something to a new market. Don’t be shy about your point of difference!

Distinct advantage
Why will this venture succeed ahead of the competition?
What do you think you have that will help you succeed? This could be extensive established contacts in the industry, proximity to customers, traditional knowledge of how to build your product, etc.

Channels
How will you reach your customers in a scalable way?
What are your main selling channels? How do your target customers normally buy things? What will you use to reach your customers? Will you have a website with an online sales platform?

Customer segments
Who do you need to convince or influence to make your business model work?
Who are your main customer types? (See “Identify Your Target Audience” below)

Early adopters
Which customers will move first?
Who are your champions and your influencers? Who will buy your product or service first?

Cost structure
What are the major costs associated with running this green business?
Think about all the costs involved in setting up and running the business. Don’t forget some of the following main categories:
- Fixed assets – Vehicles, computers, chairs, tables, equipment
- Variable costs associated with each product/service delivery – Product inputs
- Legal and accounting fees
- Marketing – This could be as small as finances used to boost social media posts, or as large as attending international trade shows
- Your time and others’ time – You may be happy to give your time for free to get your business started, and friends and family may volunteer to begin with, but to be sustainable your business will sooner or later need to pay for the time people put in... including yourself!

Revenue
What are the ongoing flows of income that will create financial sustainability for this venture?
What are you selling? How much are you selling it for? What are your projections for your sales in Year 1, Year 2, etc.

²⁹ This is based on information and resources available at Social Lean Canvas, https://socialleancanvas.com/
Identify your target audience

This subsection explores customer concepts and can be used to help you complete the “Customer Segments” and “Early Adopters” sections in your canvas. Spending time thinking about your customers is a critical part of business planning.

You are likely to have made assumptions about the type of person that is your target audience – but it is crucial to test those assumptions at the outset as you can waste a lot of time and resources marketing to someone who is not interested in what you’re selling.

The easiest way to identify your audience is to develop a few customer personas and put yourself in your customers’ shoes. Imagine a person you know in real life, map out their demographics (age, gender, income, education level, marital status, etc.), and delve deeper by completing an empathy map41 for them. This helps you think about what motivates them, what interests them, what frustrates them, and what inspires them, so that you can design and market your business accordingly. Make sure you think about what environmental issues they care most passionately about.

Remember, stay curious! The end goal is to truly understand your potential customer, which makes all the difference when you’re trying to convince them to buy your product or service.

Have customer conversations

What next? Start talking to people!

This one can be a little scary, particularly for emerging entrepreneurs. Getting feedback on your concept, something you hope for and believe in, may feel like a vulnerable position. What if they don’t like it? What if they think it’s a silly idea? What if someone steals my idea? These concerns are certainly understandable! But having these conversations early and often can evolve your business from average to amazing. Not only can insights lead you in fresh, creative directions, it can help tweak your direction and messaging, and who knows where a conversation may lead.

As a green business, you’ll be particularly interested in your potential customers’ values about environmental issues and ethical purchasing. This may include their willingness to change their current purchasing behaviour to substitute something that is more environmentally friendly, or their willingness to spend more on products that meet higher environmental standards. Try not to drive the conversation but listen for insights you haven’t considered.


Here's a quick guide to help you get rolling:

- Wherever possible, have conversations with those outside your personal network. You want honest, constructive inputs, and while those close to you are fantastic supporters, in an effort to be nice they may not be 100% honest.

- Conduct your conversations like a funnel. Start with broad, overarching questions and then, as the dialogue continues, narrow in for more detail.

- Begin with a question that provides context for the conversation but doesn't hit on the problem directly, such as, “as a fisherman, what do you find frustrating about fishing hooks?”

- Encourage your potential customers to describe their current reality. Lead them to describe their frustrations. The goal is to learn as much as possible about their current state of affairs.

- You can delve deeper into –
  - **Facts**: “Can you tell me more?” or “Can you expand on that?” or a simple “Why is that the case?” will encourage the potential customer to keep talking.
  - **Time**: “How long have you been dealing with XYZ?” or “When was the last time that happened?” will show you how long the problem has existed (which may indicate the level of frustration), and how frequently or infrequently the problem crops up for the customer.
  - **Money**: “How much has that cost you?” or “How much have you spent trying to find a solution?” will help you understand how motivated customers are to solve this problem. Remember, to have a business, you need something people are willing to pay for!

- Then shift direction. Ask questions around the customer’s ideal scenario. “If you could wave a magic wand, what would you like to see? What would make you happy? What would be different?”

- Listen for insights you haven’t considered, gems of wisdom you haven’t thought of.

- Enjoy yourself! Once you relax into it, these conversations can be an exciting and fun experience.
Next steps

When you have a clear idea of your business plan and you’ve challenged your own assumptions about your future customers, it is worth setting yourself some goals for the next few months. These goals are designed to break down the daunting prospect of setting up or expanding your business into manageable steps, and give you something concrete to work on each month.

Sample Seven-Month Startup Plan

**Month 1:** Research what other similar products are available on the market and where the gaps are. Look at pricing and what people are prepared to pay for similar products.

**Month 2:** Complete a simple business planning exercise (such as the Social Lean Canvas) to determine the viability of the business.

**Month 3:** Discuss the idea with all the partners that you need involved. Get their input and feedback, and reshape the idea if necessary.

**Month 4:** Decide on a name to use to register the business. Getting input from partners on this can be a good way to involve them from the beginning, so that the partners see themselves as part of the group who will champion your product once your business is up and running.

**Month 5:** Research what is needed to start a business in Fiji (see Section 6) and start the process of registration. You may decide to use the services of a lawyer to assist with this.

**Month 6:** Decide how you will market your products in the first few months. Many businesses use social media and/or small monthly or weekly markets to get the word out at first, before they invest too heavily in marketing.

**Month 7:** Start producing and selling, and test the market!

Pin your startup plan up somewhere visible to act as a reminder. Share it with a mentor or a friend, and ask them to check in with you each month to discuss your progress.
6: Setting Up a Business in Fiji

This section provides guidance about setting up a business in Fiji. The best place to start is the bizFIJI website (https://www.business-fiji.com/), managed by the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism. This site guides new businesses through the start-up process, and includes a step-by-step guide to registering your business, links to the various agencies that you need to register with or be licenced by, and various additional resources, including forms, relevant legislation, and frequently asked questions.

As rules and regulations change, you should always check for the latest information on bizFIJI rather than rely solely on this guide. This section is written with reference to Suva-based organisations – please check with their head offices in Suva for details of offices based in other urban centres.

Seek advice from other business owners or a mentor to see what process they followed. Don't get disheartened! As a business owner, being resilient is a key skill that you'll learn from the outset. Remember, be resilient to small setbacks and celebrate milestones!

Once you've decided to open a business, an often confusing first step is to decide what type of business to set up. Don't worry if you don't understand all of the options right away. The Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism, through the Micro Small and Medium Enterprise (MSME) Fiji division is a central point of contact to provide basic business advice. Law firms can also provide some advice for free to help you decide whether you need their services. Some companies choose to use lawyers to draft their company documents, such as your Articles of Association (see Step 1) and templates are available from the Registrar of Companies.

Business structures in Fiji

Under the Partnership Act (Ed. 1978), the Companies Act (2015) and the Cooperatives Act (1996), there are several possible types of legal entity that you can establish.

The simplest type of business is a sole trader in which there is only one owner of the business. The owner is solely liable for any debts or liabilities incurred by the business. A company has a separate legal entity from the owners of the company and any shareholders or members, and can therefore limit their liability and be protected from liability incurred by the company. You may want to incorporate a company and restrict the liability that you will personally face in the event that your company goes bankrupt or a client tries to sue the company for damages.

If you are setting up a social enterprise you may want to look at non-profit options, such as a company limited by guarantee that prohibits the application of profit and payment of dividends to members. Members still have limited liability and therefore a degree of protection. Cooperatives have also been used historically for many community-based enterprises that have strong social goals.

---


**Business Structures in Fiji**

- **Sole trader** – A person trading as an individual and is legally responsible for all aspects of the business and is personally liable for all liabilities and debts associated with the business.

- **Partnership** – A single business where two or more people share ownership. Each partner contributes to all aspects of the business, shares in the profits and losses of the business, and assumes unlimited liability for all debts and liabilities incurred by the partnership.

- **Private limited liability company (LLC)** – A corporate structure whereby the members of the company cannot be held personally liable for the company’s debts or liabilities. A private company must have a minimum of one director who normally resides in Fiji. There are restrictions on the ability of shareholders to transfer their shares (as distinct to public companies where shares are publicly tradeable).

- **Public company** – A company that offers its shares for sale to the public. This is normally applicable only for large companies that wish to raise capital through public investment in the company.

- **Company limited by guarantee (also a public company)** – May be used by a non-profit company requiring company status. There is no share capital and members can be protected from personal liability up to the extent of their contribution as members. It prohibits the payment of dividends to members. This structure is often used by sports, science, and religious organisations.

- **Cooperative** – The main purpose of a cooperative is not to maximise profit but to provide a service to its members. A minimum of 10 people is required to start a cooperative and it is considered a corporate body after registration. A committee within the cooperative needs to draft by-laws to manage governance arrangements.

Remember, social enterprises that are driven by strong social, environmental and cultural goals and that exist to provide a service can be for-profit or non-profit. In this case you may wish to look more closely at establishing as a company limited by guarantee or a cooperative.

---

45 Adapted from information provided by the then Fiji Revenue and Customs Authority as part of an article: Fiji Times, “Types of businesses,” 12 July 2017, [https://www.fijitimes.com.fj/types-of-businesses/](https://www.fijitimes.com.fj/types-of-businesses/); and information provided by Siwatibau and Sloan.
Steps in the registration process
Once you’ve decided the type of business you want to establish, there are a number of steps you’ll need to take to ensure it is properly registered and you’re operating legally.⁴⁶

Step 1: Register your company
Address: Level 2, Suvavou House, Victoria Parade, Suva. Telephone: (679) 331 2981
To begin a business in Fiji, you start by registering a company entity with the Registrar of Companies. Much of this process can be completed online (see https://mobile.digital.gov.fj/Eservices/Index).
You will need to create an e-profile which may require you to physically submit your identification documents to the Registrar of Companies. Once you have an e-profile you should be able to register your company online, and ultimately create a ROC Pass, which will be the sign-in account for your business to submit online applications to the Registrar of companies.
This step has a number of stages:
Firstly, you should check and reserve your preferred company or business name. If you are a company, you can also register a trading name which is different to your company name. You can search the availability of a name via the previous link, and apply to reserve it if you have a sign-in account.
The Office of the Registrar of Companies will take into consideration whether a name is confusingly similar to one already registered and check that the name does not contravene any restrictions. For example, you are not allowed to use the words “Fiji” or “Viti” as part of your company name. A name is available to a company except where it is:
• Identical to a name that is reserved as a company name or business name, or registered under the Companies Act (2015) or a repealed act for another body
• Unacceptable for registration under the Act or its regulations
• In the opinion of the Registrar, undesirable, having applied the company name availability rules set out in Schedule 1 of the Act
A company name must include one of the following words at the end of its name:
• Limited Public Company – “Limited” or the abbreviation “Ltd”
• Limited Private Company – “Pte Limited” or the abbreviation “Pte Ltd”
• Unlimited Liability Company
Fees for name reservation, incorporation and annual name registration can be paid in person at the Office of the Registrar of Companies or through the online process. If approved, the company name will be reserved for 30 days (with a one-time extension).
Secondly, you need to prepare your company documents. New businesses have the option of either adopting the standard Articles of Association or drafting their own Articles of Association. An Article of Association describes the internal governance structure of the company, shareholder, and share structure details.

---

⁴⁶ These seven steps correspond to those listed in the bizFIJI downloadable quick guide to starting a business https://www.business-fiji.com/starting-a-biz-quickguide, and have been cross-checked with the eleven steps listed in the World Bank, Doing Business 2020: Fiji (Washington, D.C., 2020), https://www.doingbusiness.org/content/dam/doingBusiness/country/f/fiji/FJI.pdf, pp8-9
The Companies Act (2015)\textsuperscript{48} contains standard articles that can be used. However, some companies choose to use the services of a lawyer to do this to ensure that the articles are prepared properly and that you understand their content. The average cost of engaging a lawyer to prepare your Articles of Association is around FJD $500 - $2,500.

Thirdly, you should register your company with the Registrar of Companies using their online digital registration portal. Any individual wanting to register a company or a business will now need to create an online e-profile through the digitalFiji app or website, [https://www.digitalfiji.gov.fj](https://www.digitalfiji.gov.fj/)

The online application form requires the company to provide details of the company, governance of the company, registered office, principal place of business, shareholder details, share structure details, and details of its members. You will need several supporting documents for this third stage, including: photo ID with the date of birth for all individuals listed in the application, a TIN letter for all individuals listed as a shareholder or Director, and your company’s Articles of Association. A company registration certificate is then issued.

**Step 2: Register for a Tax Identification Number and register for relevant taxes**

**Agency:** Fiji Revenue and Customs Service ([https://www.frcs.org.fj/](https://www.frcs.org.fj/))

After you have submitted the documents to the Office of the Registrar of Companies, you must obtain a Tax Identification Number (TIN) for your company from the Fiji Revenue and Customs Service (FRCS).\textsuperscript{49} Both individuals and companies should apply for a TIN via the Taxpayer Online Services (TPOS) portal ([https://tpos.frcs.org.fj/taxpayerportal#/Logon](https://tpos.frcs.org.fj/taxpayerportal#/Logon)) by creating a new user and following the instructions. You will also find a user guide for new taxpayers on the FRCS website.\textsuperscript{50} FRCS will issue a standard TIN letter confirming your Tax Identification Number via the TPOS portal. You will also need to register for other taxes depending on the type and scale of your business (see Section 7 and Annex 2). Businesses with turnover above $100,000 a year must register for value-added tax (VAT), and their business premises need to be inspected by FRCS.

**Step 3: Apply for a Business License**

**Agency:** Relevant licensing municipal or provincial offices

Your business must obtain a business license from the relevant local authority for each location it conducts business. This license needs to be renewed annually, but can be renewed for up to 3 years. Depending on the business activity, the fees range from $0 to $5,000.\textsuperscript{51} New businesses with up to 3 employees shall be exempt from the business license fee for their first year of operation. Micro enterprises with up to 3 employees shall be exempt from 50% of the fee for a renewal of their business license. The business license application form is available online via the bizFIJI website at [https://www.business-fiji.com/biz-download-forms](https://www.business-fiji.com/biz-download-forms).

---


\textsuperscript{49} Fiji Revenue and Customs Service, “Registration,” [https://www.frcs.org.fj/our-services/taxation/individuals/registration/](https://www.frcs.org.fj/our-services/taxation/individuals/registration/), although registration can now also be done via the Taxpayer Online Services (TPOS) portal.


In following these three steps, you will also need to determine if your business is classified as low risk or high risk. With effect from 1st January 2020, if you are a low risk business you can start operations after obtaining your business licence (Step 3), and you must complete the post registration regulatory requirements (Steps 4-7) within six months of the date your business licence was approved. If you are a high risk business you will receive your business licence, but you cannot start operations until you have fulfilled all of the regulatory requirements.

A list of businesses categorised by risk, along with the associated fees is available at https://www.business-fiji.com/business-licence-schedule.

Related application forms for each of the Steps 4-7 are available through the bizFIJI website at https://www.business-fiji.com/biz-download-forms

---

**Step 4: Obtain the National Fire Authority Certificate**


The National Fire Authority is in charge of assessing any business to ensure that their premises are properly equipped with safety devices to operate in a safe environment.

Businesses must request (by phone or email) the National Fire Authority’s inspection of their premises. Once the request has been made, NFA officials will inspect the premises during the opening hours of the business. You may be required to provide transport to your premises. If NFA is satisfied with the results of the inspection, it will issue a compliance certificate to the business. Upon receipt of the compliance certificate, the business must conduct a fire safety briefing for its staff.

---

**Step 5: Obtain a compliance letter from the Minister of Employment after inspection**


The Ministry of Employment must inspect all workers in the workplace. The Office of Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) will issue a letter of compliance (sometimes called an OHS Licence) to businesses after satisfactory inspection of workers at the workplace. In order to obtain this letter, the company needs to submit in person to the nearest OHS the completed application form together with the following:

- National Fire Authority Certificate
- Business Registration Certificate
- TIN letter

Three days after submitting the documents, the OHS will inspect the business premises and when all the compliance requirements are met, the compliance letter will be issued.
Step 6: Register as an employer


All new businesses must register as an employer with the Fiji National Provident Fund and pay its contributions. As the registered business owner, it is your responsibility to subsequently register any employees that you hire. Find out more, and download registration forms at https://myfnpf.com.fj/index.php/employers/become-an-employer. The registration form can also be downloaded from bizFIJI, along with a website registration form, and Nature of Business Codes on at https://www.business-fiji.com/biz-download-forms.

Step 7: Register for the statutory training tax

Agency: Fiji National University (FNU) (https://www.fnu.ac.fj)

Businesses must register for statutory training tax (also known as the FNU levy), which is 1% of the total salaries paid to staff, including any director’s fees. A proportion of the levy can be claimed back when employees complete certified training courses. It should be noted that this levy also contributes to the national Accident Compensation Scheme, which replaced the previous workers’ compensation insurance scheme.

FNU can send the registration form by mail to the office of the new business. Once completed, the form should be mailed back to FNU. The levy is paid bi-annually. The registration form is also available online via the bizFIJI website https://www.business-fiji.com/biz-download-forms.

Business advisory services

There are many business advisory services around to help you through the start-up phase and beyond. Below is a summary of the types of services you are likely to need as a new business – but because things change quickly you should do your own research to determine the service providers that are right for you. The Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism, through its Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise (MSME) Fiji division, should be able to provide up to date guidance.

Banking

All businesses will need a business bank account. Even as a sole trader, it’s advisable to have separate bank accounts for your business and your personal use.

When you open your account, talk to your account manager about online banking facilities, transaction limits for bill payments and transfers (this can save you a lot of time!), bank charges, whether they will provide a dedicated account manager to act as a liaison point, and mobile payment machines if you know that you’ll need one.

If you need a loan to start your business, discuss this early with various banks to understand your options.

Legal advice

Law firms, chartered accountants, and business consultants can help register your business name, write your articles of association, and provide other support to set up your business. Using the services of a lawyer to set up your business can save a lot of time and effort, and help you understand the legal documents you are required to sign.

---

52 Fiji National University, “Levy Order (as amended by the Fiji National University Amendment Decree No. 58 of 2010),” https://www.fnu.ac.fj/ntpc/images/Forms/Levy_Order_Brochure_-_FNUPDF
Accounting
You may decide that you are able to manage the day-to-day bookkeeping for the business, at least initially. Financial statements are likely to require the support of an accountant – unless you are one yourself! But don’t confuse the day-to-day tracking of your income and expenditures with the preparation of financial statements. The day-to-day bookkeeping will allow you to know whether you can pay your bills, yourself, and your staff. For this, you may want to use an accounting software. There are a number of free and paid accounting software programs available – ask other small businesses what they use and if they have any recommendations.

If you need the advice of an accountant for bookkeeping and in preparing annual financial statements, the Fiji Institute of Accountants has a list of accountancy firms on their website.\(^{53}\)

Temp services
As a small business with a crazy number of small things to manage (e.g., paying bills, entering receipts, replying to emails), but without the resources to contract long-term support, you may consider hiring someone on a temporary basis to run errands for you.

Runners!\(^{54}\) is a small agency that can provide errand-running services to help with the small jobs that are straightforward but time consuming, freeing your time up to do other things.

Website creation, design, and maintenance
There are many easy-to-use, do-it-yourself platforms for creating websites (such as WordPress), but since your website will be with you for a number of years, you want to get it right, and it can be worth spending a bit of money for a professional and effective website for your business. Make sure that website providers develop a solution that is low-maintenance and does not rely on their ongoing support for every update. Don’t think of a website as a one-off task. You’ll need to keep it updated with fresh content and ensure that it is secure.

Employer bodies/associations
When you are starting out as a business you may not know many people in the industry. Joining an industry association can be a good way to network with other business owners, receive ongoing advice, and promote your business. Annex 1 lists some options, but you can also ask around to learn about other associations.

Further training and advice
The Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism (MITT), through MSME Fiji\(^{55}\) provides training, guidance, and grants to enterprises throughout Fiji. MITT runs a variety of training courses and schemes, including courses certified by the International Labour Organization (ILO) such as “Generate your Business Idea”\(^{56}\) and “Start and Improve Your Business”.\(^{57}\)

The Fiji Commerce and Employers’ Federation (FCEF)\(^{58}\) has several partnerships that provide business incubation services and business resilience advice, and they also manage subsidy schemes for business advisory services. They also have several councils including the Women’s Entr including the Fiji Enterprise Engine and Business Link Pacific. MITT can also refer you to other service providers.

You may also consider contacting Pacific Trade and Invest,\(^{59}\) an organisation that supports businesses in the Pacific in exporting products, digital marketing, and trade show attendance.

---

55 https://www.mitt.gov.fj/divisions/msme_fiji/
7: Company and Employers’ Obligations

Here comes some more of the mundane stuff! Once you’ve set up the business, it’s worth familiarising yourself with your ongoing legal responsibilities.60

The legal requirements for employers, and the taxation and reporting obligations for companies can seem overwhelming at first – but it is better to be fully aware of all of these requirements at the outset and understand which of them you’ll have to comply with, than be faced with non-compliance penalties later!

Remember, as complicated as some of this seem, all businesses are in the same canoe and can often provide you with advice about how to navigate your way through. If you need advice, contact a friend or a mentor with a business, or seek the professional advice of a business consultant, chartered accountant, or lawyer. Professional business networks provide a useful forum for learning from other businesses.

Your legal obligations as an employer

For the purposes of the Companies Act (2015), the terms “employee” and “employer” are defined as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employee</th>
<th>Employer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An individual who, being in Fiji, is engaged under a contract to perform manual labour (whether as an individual or as one of a group of persons).</td>
<td>The person with whom the employee entered into the contract or arrangement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An individual who, being a resident of Fiji, is employed under an employment contract or as an apprentice outside Fiji by a person who has a place of business in Fiji.</td>
<td>The person who has a place of business in Fiji.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An individual who, being a resident of Fiji, is engaged under a contract or arrangement entered into in Fiji as a master or member of the crew of a vessel, or as captain or member of the crew of an aircraft, the owner of which has a place of business in Fiji.</td>
<td>The owner of the vessel or aircraft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An individual engaged to provide services under a contract or arrangement under which the person is remunerated (wholly or partly) by commission, success fees, or similar payments.</td>
<td>The person with whom the employee entered into the contract or arrangement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following section describes the main obligations for business who are also employers.61

Fiji National Provident Fund (FNPF) – Each employer must, no later than the last day of each month, pay to the FNPF the applicable amount of contribution for each of its employees. The mandated rate is 18% of the employee’s wages whereby 8% is contributed by the employee and 10% by the employer.

Health and safety (including workers’ compensation) – Section 9 of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1996 requires all employers to ensure health and safety at work for all of its workers. An employer can be found to be in breach of this obligation if it does not implement an OHS policy in the workplace that has been prepared in consultation with its workers.

Employers are no longer required to obtain workers’ compensation insurance to cover any injuries or fatalities that may occur in the workplace. All workers are now covered by a national scheme operated under the Accident Compensation Act 2017. However, employers may still wish to take out insurance to reduce related liabilities, including the payment of wages during any period of incapacitation.

---

60 This section is based on information kindly provided by Siwatibau and Sloan, and KPMG. It has been adapted for readers. Any mistakes are the authors’ own. Readers should always consult with the relevant regulatory authorities for updated information.

61 Please note that this is not designed to be an exhaustive list and businesses should always check the relevant legislation.
Insurance – New businesses may also want to consider insurance if needed or relevant to the business. In addition to workmen’s compensation, new businesses should consider the need for public liability insurance. Other types of insurance cover may be required depending on the nature of the business. For example, if an employer is providing professional services (medical treatment, legal or accounting etc.) then they should obtain professional indemnity insurance as well; or if the business is running a shop then it would be advisable for them to consider getting insurance to cover damage or loss to its stock in trade, etc.

Taxes – FRCS is moving towards a fully online lodgement and payment system with the introduction of the Taxpayer Online Services (TPOS) portal. All individuals and businesses must apply for a user account. Annex 2 contains a more detailed list of taxation and reporting requirements, but a summary is given below:

- **PAYE (Pay as you earn)** – All employers are required to register with FRCS within 30 days of commencing any business activity. Where the business has engaged a person to perform duties for a salary, wage, or other income, employers are to withhold tax from their employees’ income each month at the prescribed rate stated in Section 111 of the Income Tax Act (2015), and then pay it to FRCS before the end of the calendar month following the month in which the person was required to withhold the tax (Section 117 of the Income Tax 2015). Where employees are paid below the annual threshold, an employer is still required to provide a nil return, but can be granted permission to do so every six months. An employer is required to provide employees with a payslip setting out all payments and deductions, including the employee’s FNPF contribution.

- **Statutory training tax** – All employers must pay the statutory training tax (also known as the FNU levy) to the Fiji National University at the prescribed time (usually every six months). The amount is a percentage of all salaries and directors’ fees. Revenue raised through this levy also contributes to the Accident Compensation Scheme which has replaced Third Party vehicle insurance and Workers’ Compensation insurance.

- **Contractors Provisional Tax** – If you’re not employing staff you should also be aware that any business that engages a contractor to undertake work is required to register for provisional withholding tax with FRCS. Businesses are required to withhold tax from contractors’ payments at the prescribed rate and then pay it to FRCS before the end of the calendar month following the month in which business was required to withhold the tax. Once registered a business must provide a return every month, including a nil return.

- **Annual Prescribed Registration Fees (APRF)** – Within 28 days of the anniversary of a company being registered, the company is required to pay an annual registration fee to the Registrar of Companies at the prescribed rate. An online system has been introduced to help improve this process, which requires all companies to create an online account.

- **Annual returns filing and corporate tax returns** – All companies are required to lodge an annual financial statement with FRCS, along with a corporate tax return, even if it is a nil return.

These taxes and obligations, along with others including value-added tax, fringe benefit tax, and the environment and climate adaptation levy, are described in more detail in Annex 2.

It can be hard to get your head around all of your obligations, but don’t shy away from this side of your business and remember you can always ask for help!

---

63 Fiji National University, 'Levy Order (as amended by the Fiji National University Amendment Decree No. 58 of 2010),' [https://www.fnu.ac.fj/ntpc/images/Forms/Levy_Order_Brochure_-_FNU.PDF](https://www.fnu.ac.fj/ntpc/images/Forms/Levy_Order_Brochure_-_FNU.PDF).
64 Registrar of Companies [https://mobile.digital.gov.fj/Eservices/Index](https://mobile.digital.gov.fj/Eservices/Index)
8: Sustainability as Part of Your Story – Branding 101

Now, that you’re all set up and ready to go, you can get back to the fun stuff and the reason you started this adventure – to serve your customers!

If you are a small sustainable business with a great story but are short on time and limited in resources, branding can be a powerful tool in helping you distinguish yourself from others, reach customers, and drive sales. With some proper thought and development at the outset, branding can help you launch strong, underpin your core message about sustainability, and potentially reap rewards for years to come.

What is a brand?

Branding is a notion that can be tricky to comprehend. That’s because a good branding definition is hard to come by. Is branding your logo? Your product? Is it the colours you use for your marketing materials? Is it how your business talks to people through social media or where you advertise? It’s actually none of these things. And yet, it’s all of these things.

A **brand is a feeling**. What? A feeling? Yup, that’s right! It’s the emotional response people have when they hear your business mentioned. Your name, logo and values, your design, products, and messaging – all the ingredients that make up your business fuse together and create an impression.

Another way to think about a brand is to imagine it as a person. Much like an individual, a brand is an identity, with its own voice, values, personality, story, and style. And the process behind how we perceive a brand is very similar to how we form opinions about people. When encountering someone for the first time, we observe what they say, and how they act and present themselves, all before subconsciously forming an opinion of them. In the same way that we cultivate a gut instinct about a person, the marketplace cultivates a gut instinct about your business – this is your brand.

As Amazon’s CEO, Jeff Bezos says, “your brand is what people say about you when you’re not in the room.”

Your brand is the feeling that your business inspires in others, and ultimately influences whether a potential customer engages with you.

As a green business, it is important that the values of environmental responsibility and social inclusion are included in your branding strategy, and that customers identify your brand with these values. This will attract consumers that share these values, and these are the consumers that you can enlist as champions to help promote your brand and build your business.

**Branding 101**

Whether you’re big or small, established or emerging, the underlying pillars of great brands stay the same.
Great brands...

...know what they’re really selling.

Great brands express an authentic perspective, lifestyle, or idea. They drive desire and encourage loyalty by developing a strong emotional connection with their customers.

Sure, they’re selling a product or service, but this isn’t their sole focus. As acclaimed business coach, Marie Forleo says, “the best way to close sales is by opening hearts.”

- Nike sells feelings of courage, ambition, and achieving greatness – alongside running shoes⁶⁵
- Fiji sells feelings of happiness, connection, and peace – alongside a travel destination⁶⁶
- Apple sells feelings of creativity and innovation – alongside digital devices⁶⁷

...focus on their why.

Great brands are super clear on their purpose. Not only is it the core mission, guiding their culture, decisions, hiring, partnerships, and more, it influences every aspect of how they represent themselves to the world. When expressing themselves, great brands lead with their why, and always incorporate it into their messaging and materials.

As a green business, your brand should identify your business as one that is part of the solution to the particular environmental or social challenge you are helping to solve.

...highlight their humanity.

Have you heard of the old business adage that people buy from those they “know, like, and trust”?

Great brands transform what would otherwise be a faceless business entity, into a living, breathing personality that consumers can resonate with. Great brands draw back the curtain and tell their story. They attach faces to names, purpose to products, and vision to history. They share and celebrate their wins, are transparent about their challenges, and honest with their mistakes.

Great brands apply the words of renowned thought leader, Seth Godin, “marketing is no longer about the stuff that you make, but the stories you tell.”

If your story is about repurposing waste and transforming it into a new product, this becomes a key part of the story you tell.

...zig, when others zag.

In a crowded, loud marketplace, consumers are subjected to thousands of brands and ads every day, and as a result, have become very good at putting on blinders to shut out the noise. Great brands know they need to stand out and get noticed. Rather than join the onslaught of copycats and lookalikes, they get crystal clear

on what makes them different. Then they embrace this distinct edge like a superpower. In a sea of sameness, human beings are hardwired to **only notice what is different**...

As a green business, a key point of difference is likely to be the way in which your product actively strives to solve environmental challenges and achieve the higher environmental standards that you’ve set for the business. Ensure that you spend time crafting these messages and using them consistently.

...are consistent.

Each interaction a potential customer has with you – every social media post they read or storefront they pass, every comment they hear or brochure they see – are “straws and scraps” getting woven together into your brand. Being consistent helps great brands stay sticky, memorable in the minds of their audience.

As a green business, your sustainability credentials must permeate through all your marketing messages. For example, if you are selling a substitute to plastic plates made from compostable material, producing throwaway glossy brochures undermines the credibility of your brand.

Cultivate a brand toolkit

A brand promises relevant, different, and desirable benefits. Everything a business does should focus on enhancing the delivery of its brand’s promise. Brand management aims to ensure that these impressions are consistent, attractive, and returning old and gaining new customers, hence promoting business growth.

The best way to achieve consistency is by putting together a handy toolkit of brand assets. As a small business, you may not have much to start with. Don’t worry, your toolkit can grow as you do.

At a minimum your brand toolkit should contain the following:

- **Logo** – You may want to have your logo in several versions (full colour, black and white, vertical/horizontal versions, and social avatars). The different versions of the logo should be available in multiple formats (JPEG, PNG, EPS, and PDF).

- **Stationery** – Your electronic stationery design is an important part of consistent communication and is generally derived from your logo. Colour choices that have been made roll through into your stationery and other materials. Most small businesses start with a business card design, but depending on your needs, you may also decide on additional items such as letterhead.

- **Email address** – At first glance this may seem insignificant, but it is important to have a professional, easy-to-remember email address. This helps with building credibility and trust, and branding your business. For example, which legal practice would you choose to contact given the following email addresses: info@smartlawyers.com or tom_thelawyer_78@gmail.com?

  The good news is that getting a good email address is inexpensive! One of the most common ways to setup a branded email address is via G-Suite, the business arm of Gmail. For more information, head to [https://gsuite.google.com/](https://gsuite.google.com/).

- **Website** – Your business website is an important part of your brand identity and it shouldn’t be overlooked. Facebook and other social media platforms are excellent tools. They help you get started and as you progress, extend your brand reach and following. However, keep in mind that these are third-party services and you have no control over their platforms. If Instagram’s algorithm changes and suddenly
restricts the reach of your posts, you can’t do anything about it. If Twitter closes down tomorrow, you’ll lose the fan base you’ve built there.

As soon as you’re able, be sure to get your website live and start growing visitors. Writing regular blog posts or news articles, and sharing them with relevant social media groups or news outlets, is a good way to promote your website.

- **Images** – We live in a visual world. From Facebook to Instagram, websites to brochures, even the smallest of businesses will find that photography comes into play. Having a ready-made collection of professional photographs will save you time when you have to promote or feature your product or service, online or offline.

  If you have some budget, investing in a professional photographer can do wonders for presenting your brand in an authentic, professional, and consistent manner. Or find that friend who is passionate about photography and keen to help! But since having access to a professional photographer isn’t always achievable, there are some useful links in Annex 1 on do-it-yourself photography.

- **Brand guidelines** – Last but not least, put together your brand guidelines. This is a document or page on your website outlining exactly how your brand assets should be used – an effective resource when you’re working with creative contractors, media outlets, or partners.

  To start, this may just include your logo, its use cases (preferred sizing, layout, etc.), colour palette, and if you’re using a distinct typeface, your font choices.

  But remember this is a live document! As you progress, you may add other considerations such as your favourite hero images, details on photographic or language style, and any other elements that are important to you. Refer to Annex 1 for some examples of brand guidelines.
9: Top Tips for Staying Sane and Getting More Advice!

If you’ve made it this far, congratulations!

Starting or expanding a business can be both an incredibly rewarding and an incredibly frustrating process. But, once you’ve had a taste of running your own business it’s hard to imagine working for anyone else ever again!

You will need ongoing support from those around you – your family, friends, and business advisory service providers. It is often worth asking how much professional advice will cost as it can often save you a lot of time and can be less expensive than you imagine.

Here are some key messages from existing business owners who are keen to see you succeed.

**Key message 1: Stay true to yourself and your vision**

Once you have identified what you want to do and how you want to do it, stay true to that vision. If people try to persuade you to adjust your business model and you’re not comfortable with it, don’t!

Trust your own judgement and research. If you think there is a market waiting for your product or service, be sure that you’ve tested that market before you decide to change direction. Things may not work immediately, and it will take a while for people to hear about you and what you are doing.

Remember the branding messages? It is important to be consistent and know what you are selling, so don’t be tempted to change this too early even if others are telling you that you should.

**Key message 2: Change course if you need to**

However, if in your market research or early days of doing business, you discover that your assumptions about your customers, selling channels, or any other critical part of the business model are not correct, you can adjust your business model quickly so that you don’t waste too much time or money on a model that won’t work. Deciding whether to stick or twist is a key entrepreneurial skill!

**Key message 3: Identify your strengths, and know your weaknesses and how to deal with them**

You will not be good at everything! There will be some aspects of running a business that you will need support in managing. Identify early the aspects of the business that you are good at and those that you will need support to do.

If you are hopeless with paperwork and numbers, you can hire an accountant to help manage your accounts. If you don’t understand social media but know it is important for your business, you can contract someone who can set up and manage your social media platforms.
In the early days of your business, you may rely on friends and family for assistance and guidance – but knowing when you have exhausted their willingness to help and when it is time to contract professional help is a key judgement for all new business owners. Remember never to abuse an offer of support – particularly if it is coming from another small business. And it is always worth spending a bit more money contracting the help to safeguard a friendship.

There are some common tasks that you are likely to want to contract out to ensure that they are done professionally, including legal advice, accounting and financial statements, design work for your logo and other branding materials, and website design and maintenance.

**Key message 4: Grow slowly**

If things are going well it is tempting to want to push ahead and grow quickly.

When you go from the only person working in the business to managing a team, you’ll realise that there is a lot of information on the company structure and policies that is in your head. Anyone else joining the team is not necessarily going to be on the same page as you about the business. As you grow, you’ll need to start documenting many things that you take for granted to ensure that your suppliers, customers, and staff have reference documents they can refer to.

Don’t underestimate how much time managing staff can take, and make sure you have the ability to stay on top of things and continue to deliver consistent quality as you expand.

**Key message 5: Take others with you**

All successful businesses and brands have many champions who support them in ways most businesses probably never see – they are the people that refer you to others, the people that put in a good word for you when others wonder if you’re too small or too new to trust, the people who share your social media posts, the people who talk about you at events you’re too busy to attend. Your champions are your fairy godmothers. Taking them along as part of your journey, appreciating them, and recognising their support is an important part of thanking them and ensuring they stay as champions. This can be as simple as providing them with personalised updates every six months or sending them a Christmas card.

In small countries, word of mouth and your reputation goes a long way.

**Key message 6: Celebrate your successes humbly, be grateful, and say thank you**

It is easy to get weighed down by the amount of work to do, but when something important happens make sure you take the time to celebrate your success and achievements – and make sure that all of the people that helped you get there are part of that celebration. This can be as simple as a Facebook post acknowledging their role or inviting everyone round for celebratory drinks!
Key message 7: Don’t forget your friends

Your business will become your life. For the first few years, you’ll be turning down dinner invitations, missing birthday parties, giving up your weekends, and it is easy to find yourself doing nothing but work. Make time to socialise with your friends and make sure you are not just talking about the business – this is as important for you as it is for them!

Key message 8: Never stop learning

As a business owner you will learn something new every day of your career – and you need to be open to that. You will have to keep in touch with market developments, work out how to motivate a team member, fix a glitch on your website, check out a bit of terminology you’ve never heard before… it’s a necessity, but it’s also a joy!

Key message 9: Separate your business and your life

Your business is not your life and it does not define you. If you work from home for the first few years it is easy to slip into bad habits of bringing work out into the living room. If you can have a dedicated office space that you can close the door on and forget about when you finish work, do it – otherwise you’ll find that you never really finish!

Key message 10: Ask for help when you need it and work hard!

There are many organisations out there able to assist and willing you to succeed. The key to success, however, is you! Your commitment, dedication, energy, and drive is the key to a successful sustainable business.

Good luck Greenpreneurs!
Annex 1: Additional Resources and Contacts

Sustainable businesses
• The Pacific Green Business Centre – http://greenbusiness.solutions/

Developing a business idea
• Young Entrepreneurship Scheme – http://yes.gov.fj/
• The Social Lean Canvas – https://socialleancanvas.com/
• The International Labour Organization has various courses to support new and existing entrepreneurs. Their “Generate your business idea” manual is available at https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---emp_ent/---ifp_seed/documents/instructionalmaterial/wcms_436192.pdf

Setting up a business
• bizFiji: Business Simplified - https://www.business-fiji.com/starting-a-business

Empathy maps
• Fizzle, “Tactics to Understand Your Ideal Client, Reader or Market,” https://fizzle.co/sparkline/tactics-understand-ideal-client-reader-market-fs050

Branding and marketing
• For more by Seth Godin, his website is bursting with resources – https://www.sethgodin.com/. See also his Top 100 articles – https://seths.blog/top-100/
• For more by Marie Forleo, including MarieTV – https://www.marieforleo.com/marietv/
• On do-it-yourself photography see:
• For examples of brand guidelines see:
Business advisory services
- Fiji Institute of Accountants – http://www.fia.org.fj/
- Pacific Trade Invest – https://pacifictradeinvest.com/

Employer and industry associations
- Fiji Chamber of Commerce and Industry – https://www.fiji chamber.com/
- Fiji Hotel and Tourism Association – https://fhta.com.fj/
- Pacific Island Farmers Organisation Network (PIFON) – http://pacificfarmers.com/
- Pacific Organic and Ethical Trade Community (POETCOM) – http://www.organicpasifika.com/poetcom/

Sector-specific resources

Tourism
- Tourism Fiji – https://www.fiji.travel/
- Fiji Hotel and Tourism Association – https://fhta.com.fj/

Energy

Agriculture
- Pacific Organic and Ethical Trade Community – http://www.organicpasifika.com/poetcom/
Annex 2: Tax and Reporting Requirements

This Annex was kindly provided by KPMG to assist new businesses understand the current tax and reporting obligations in Fiji. The information is current as of November 2018. As regulations can change, all businesses are advised to consult with the Fiji Revenue and Customs Service (FRCS) for the latest information.

1 Fiji Revenue and Customs Services registration for tax purposes
   A taxpayer is required to register with FRCS for a Tax Identification Number for tax purposes (https://www.frcs.org.fj/).

2 Annual returns filing and corporate tax rate
   All Fiji taxpayers, including businesses, are required to lodge annual income tax returns together with financial statements within three months of the end of the agreed taxation year with FRCS (known as a balance date).
   A deferred lodgement date is when the tax returns are lodged through a Tax Agent Lodgement Programme.
   The corporate income tax rate in Fiji is 20% and tax losses are available to carry forward for four years if they were incurred prior to 2019 or 8 years if incurred from 1 January 2019.
   Fiji taxpayers are required to make advance payments of income tax based on the preceding year’s assessed tax liability and are payable in three instalments. An advance (tax) late payment penalty at the rate of 25% of the shortfall applies at each respective due date.
   For more information, refer to https://www.frcs.org.fj/our-services/taxation/business/advance-tax/.

3 Individual income tax (PAYE, SRT, and ECAL)
   Personal income tax applies to income that exceeds the tax-exempt threshold of $30,000 for resident individuals. Non-residents are taxed at a flat income tax rate of 20%.
   The Social Responsibility Tax (SRT) and Environment and Climate Adaptation Levy (ECAL) apply to personal income exceeding $270,000 (excluding certain one-off payments or receipts) of resident and non-resident individuals. It is calculated at progressive rates on chargeable income exceeding $270,000.
   For more information, refer to:
   • https://www.frcs.org.fj/our-services/taxation/individuals/personal-income-tax/
   These taxes (PAYE, SRT, and ECAL) should be deducted from regular salary and other payments, and must be remitted to FRCS by the end of the month following the month in which the deduction was made. For example, September deductions should be remitted to FRCS by the end of October. An electronic report (known as an Electronic Monthly Schedule) must be sent by email to FRCS. Only FRCS accredited payroll software should be used for the processing of employee payroll. FRCS can provide advice on what to do if you don’t have accredited payroll software.
   For more information, refer to https://www.frcs.org.fj/our-services/taxation/paye-as-final-tax/.

4 Value-added tax (VAT)
   Value-added tax (VAT) is an indirect tax on the sale of final goods and services. The current VAT rate in Fiji is 9%.
   A taxpayer that conducts a “taxable activity” in Fiji and exceeds the registration threshold is required to register for VAT. For the supply of services, the mandatory registration threshold is set at $100,000 of gross annual turnover.
   A person registered for VAT must charge VAT at the rate of 9% on all taxable supplies of goods and services made, except where the supplies made are exempt or zero rated.
   For more information, refer to https://www.frcs.org.fj/our-services/taxation/business/value-added-tax-vat/.

5 **Service Turnover Tax (STT) and Environment and Climate Adaptation Levy (ECAL)**

STT and ECAL are charged at the rate of 6% and 10%, respectively, on all prescribed tourism-related services where turnover is greater than $1.25 million.

ECAL is also chargeable on luxury vehicles of over 3,000 cubic centimetres, and on plastic bags at 20 cents per bag.

For more information, refer to:

6 **Fringe Benefit Tax (FBT)**

*This only applies if staff or management receive non-cash benefits from the business (e.g., use of a company car, house, flight tickets).*

FBT is payable by the employer where staff and executive management are provided with non-cash benefits. Any cash allowances/benefits are subject to PAYE, SRT, and ECAL (and not FBT). The FBT rate of 20% applies on the grossed up value of taxable benefits.


7 **Contractors Provisional Tax (CPT)**

*This is relevant for any business using the services of a contractor.*

Fiji taxpayers are required to deduct CPT at the rate of 5% from any payments for commission and contract of services (but not a contract of employment), unless the total amount paid to a contractor is less than $1,000 per annum.


8 **Withholding Tax (WHT)**

*This applies if you are making cross-border purchases for services.*

Any cross-border transaction for services in excess of $20,000 requires a tax clearance certificate. Where a transaction is less than $20,000, a tax clearance certificate is not required, however, this does not negate any withholding tax (WHT) or reverse charge VAT (RC VAT) payment, if applicable, which is required to be remitted to FRCS following which FRCS stamps the invoice as “remittance approved”.

FRCS applies Section 10 of the Income Tax Act (2015) to assess non-resident miscellaneous WHT at the rate of 15% for offshore services. Any WHT assessed is payable at the earlier of the crediting of the liability or payment.


9 **Capital Gain Tax (CGT)**

*This applies if you are selling assets that have increased in value since you bought them.*

CGT applies at the rate of 10% on capital gains, other than an exempt capital gain, on the disposal of a capital asset. Depreciable assets are not capital assets for the purpose of CGT, therefore any gains on the disposal of depreciable assets are subject to income tax.


10 **Stamp duty**

*Stamp duty is a tax levied on legal documents (that would have historically required a stamp). This typically includes transactions related to land and property, and asset transfers (e.g., shares or motor vehicles).*

Fiji has a stamp duty regime. The stamp duty is levied as a percentage, or based on the market or transaction value of the instrument.

11 **Fiji National Provident Fund (FNPF) contributions**
FNPF contributions are levied at a compulsory rate of 18%, of which 8% can be recouped from employees (i.e., a direct deduction from salary of 8% and a contribution of 10% by the employer). FNPF contributions are not mandatory for expatriate employees.

12 **Fiji National University Levy (FNU Levy)**
The employer is required to register with the Fiji National University for mandatory training levy that is calculated at 1% of total gross emoluments (including both expatriate and local employees) and payable half-yearly as follows:
- From January to June, is payable by 30 September of the same year
- From July to December, is payable by 31 March of the following year
For more information refer to [http://www.fnu.ac.fj/ntpc/images/Forms/Levy_Order_Brochure_-_FNU.PDF](http://www.fnu.ac.fj/ntpc/images/Forms/Levy_Order_Brochure_-_FNU.PDF).

13 **Registrar of Companies (ROC)**
Prior to signing the financial statements of a company, the directors are to resolve various matters. These include recommendations that are to be made to the shareholders during the Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the company. Recommendations may include directors to be elected to the board, dividends to be declared and nominating auditors.
Notices for meetings are to be given to shareholders at least 21 days before the meeting. Shorter notices are permitted if:
- for an AGM, if all shareholders entitled to attend and vote agree before or at the AGM; and
- for any other meeting, if at least 95% of the shareholders entitled to attend and vote agree before or at the meeting
Proxies of shareholders are to be notified to the company 48 hours before the meeting.
All notices, consents, proxy forms, and minutes are to be retained in the minute book of the company.
A company (except for a one-member company) is required to hold an AGM within 18 months after its registration. Following its first AGM, a company is required to hold an AGM once every calendar year and within six months after the end of its financial year.
A company is required to pay Annual Prescribed Registration Fees (APRF) within 28 days after the anniversary of the day on which it is registered (a fixed penalty applies when the fees are not paid). The APRF is based on the type of company and the gross turnover. This fee can be paid online once a company has created a sign-in account.
The directors of a company are required to pass a Solvency Resolution within two months after the end of each financial year. A Solvency Resolution as defined in the Companies Act (2015) is: "a resolution by the Directors of a Company as to whether or not, in their opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the company will be able to pay its debts as and when they become due and payable."
If the directors pass a resolution that the company is insolvent, the company must notify the Registrar within seven days after the resolution is passed in the prescribed form.
Proforma financial statements must be prepared for each financial year by:
- All medium companies with consolidated revenue of more than to $5 million but less than or equal to $20 million
- Small companies with consolidated revenue of less than or equal to $5 million, and controlled by a person resident outside of Fiji or a corporation incorporated outside of Fiji
A company must submit the proforma financial statements, using the prescribed form, within four months after the end of the financial year. Fixed penalty applies where this is not done.
The Regional Pacific NDC Hub is implemented in partnership with:
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